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Operating regime for a backward Raman laser amplifier
in preformed plasma
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A critical issue in the generation of ultraintense, ultrashort laser pulses by backward Raman
scattering in plasma is the stability of the pumping pulse to premature backscatter from thermal
fluctuations in the preformed plasma. Malkinet al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.84, 1208~2000!# demonstrated
that density gradients may be used to detune the Raman resonance in such a way that backscatter of
the pump from thermal noise can be stabilized while useful Raman amplification persists. Here
plasma conditions for which the pump is stable to thermal Raman backscatter in a homogeneous
plasma and the density gradients necessary to stabilize the pump for other plasma conditions are
quantified. Other ancillary constraints on a Raman amplifier are also considered to determine a
specific region in theTe–ne plane where Raman amplification is feasible. By determining an
operability region, the degree of uncertainty in density or temperature tolerable for an experimental
Raman amplifier is thus also identified. The fluid code F3D@R. L. Bergeret al., Phys. Plasmas5,
4337 ~1998!#, which includes the effects of thermal fluctuations, is used to verify these analytic
estimates. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1590667#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recently proposed resonant backward Raman l
amplification scheme1 utilizes the stimulated Raman bac
scatter in plasma of a long pumping laser pulse to amplif
short, frequency downshifted seed pulse. In the ultrainte
regime, this scheme offers the possibility of focused inten
ties as high as 1025 W/cm2 and pulse lengths of less than 10
fs for 1 mm radiation. To reach these intensities, howev
this technique relies on the propagation of the pumping pu
across a preformed plasma slab of approximately 1 cm
length prior to its interaction with the oppositely propagati
seed. During this propagation, the pump will be subject
deleterious backward Raman scattering from thermal fl
tuations in the plasma prior to interacting with the se
which could degrade or completely suppress the desired
plification. Reference 2 predicted that, due to the narrow
in time of the amplifying pulse, a nonlinear filtering effect
Raman amplification may be exploited by which a dens
gradient~or frequency chirp of the pump! may be introduced
to detune and suppress Raman backscatter of the pump
thermal noise without suppressing the desired amplifica
of the seed pulse.

The problem of stability of laser pulses to nonlinear d
cay when propagating through plasmas is central to rese
in laser-driven inertial confinement fusion and has been
tensively studied.3,4 Specifically, Mounaixet al.5 considered
the problem of the the propagation of a laser pulse of fin
duration across a finite length uniform plasma subject
Brillouin backscatter from thermal noise. Successful co
parison of their results with experiments were subseque
made.6 These calculations may be readily adapted to the c

a!Electronic mail: dclark@pppl.gov
b!Electronic mail: fisch@pppl.gov
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of the space–time evolution of Raman backscatter, and c
parisons with experiments have also been successful for
a case.7 Likewise, the subject of the influence of plasm
inhomogeneities on backscattering has also long been s
ied in the context of inertial confinement fusion. Particu
attention has been given to regimes of absolute or convec
growth and to linear saturation levels for both bounded a
infinite plasmas.8

This paper quantifies the plasma conditions as well
the steepness of any linear density gradient needed to s
lize the pump in a backward Raman amplifier. The work
Mounaix et al. is used, together with the results of Rose
bluth et al.9 and others, to derive analytic estimates of t
specific constraints placed on the plasma conditions
stable pump propagation relevant to Raman amplificati
These estimates are then compared with the results of
simulations which include the effects of thermal plasm
noise. Other constraints on the plasma conditions are
considered. The combination of these constraints is then
sualized as a region of operability for Raman amplification
the plane of plasma density and temperature. Since
plasma conditions in any experimental realization cannot
perfectly controlled, the parameter space is surveyed to
termine in what regions Raman amplification is feasible
opposed to identifying any single optimal point. For pum
durations of ;10 ps, Brillouin backscatter from therma
noise, while possible, is a secondary issue and is not con
ered here.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describ
the modeling of the space–time evolution of backscatter
a finite length homogeneous plasma and formulates th
results as constraints on a Raman amplifier. Section III
tends these results to the case of weakly inhomogene
plasmas. Section IV describes several additional constra
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3364 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 8, August 2003 D. S. Clark and N. J. Fisch
which apply to Raman amplification. Section V compares
results of the analytic estimates with a series of numer
simulations, and Sec. VI summarizes and concludes.

II. CONSTRAINTS DUE TO THERMAL NOISE IN
HOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS

This section addresses the limitations on plasma den
and temperature in a Raman amplifier due to backscatte
the pump from thermal fluctuations in the plasma medium
the absence of density gradients. For a uniform plasma,
effect of premature backscatter of the pump form noise m
be estimated using the theory developed by Mounaixet al.5

Specifically, Ref. 5 considers the problem of the propaga
of a square laser pulse across a plasma of lengthL in the
presence of thermal fluctuations from the time of the pu
entering the plasma (t50) to timest.L/c. The duration of
the pulse is taken to be at least the time 2L/c of interest for
the pump in a Raman amplifier. In the linear regime of t
backscatter instability~when depletion of the pump is negl
gible, i.e.,a15const), the time evolution of the laser puls
including a source of thermal Langmuir waves, is govern
by the linearized three-wave equations,

~] t1c ]x!a25gRa3* ,
~1!

~] t2n3!a35gRa2* 1S3 .

Here a1,28ueu^A1,2&/mec
2 are the normalized envelopes

the incident and scattered laser field vector potenti
a38ueu^E3&/mecAvvpe is the normalized envelope of th
resonant Langmuir wave, andgR8va1(ne /nc)

1/4/2 is the
linear Raman growth rate for linearly polarized lasers. T
plasma is tenuous and cold in the regime of interest (ne /nc

!1 andvosc8ca@v te) so thatv1.v2[v@v3.vpe and
advection of the Langmuir wave has been neglected for
moment,v3.0. The damping of the light waves has al
been neglected, whilen3 is the damping rate of the Langmu
wave ~typically dominated by Landau damping!. The ‘‘stan-
dard decay regime’’ for which this envelope formulation
valid is also assumed. Since only the threshold of instab
is of interest here, the laser envelopesa2,3 will a priori be in
the linear regime and Eqs.~1! will always be valid. Finally,
nc8mev

2/4pueu2 is the critical density, andvpe the electron
plasma frequency.

The fluctuating Langmuir sourceS3 is a stochastic func-
tion of space and time. Following Mounaixet al., for consis-
tency with the thermal fluctuation level~in one dimension! at
the resonant wave number in the absence of instabilitygR

[0), the statistics ofS3 are determined by

^S3~x,t !&50,
~2!

^S3~x,t !S3~x8,t8!&5S3d~x2x8!d~ t2t8!,

where

S38
v

2p

k3
2

nc

n3

vpe

Te

mec
2

and ^•••& denotes ensemble average. A thermal source
backscattered lightS2 should in principle be included in Eqs
~1!; however, it can be shown that
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S3
5S n2

n3
D S v3

v2
D S k2

k3
D 2

.
1

4 S vpe

v D 3 nei

nei1nL
!1

for nei and nL the collisional and Landau damping rate
respectively. The Langmuir wave source, then, clearly gi
the dominant contribution to the backscatter.

The ~approximate! initial and boundary conditions to b
applied in solving Eqs.~1!, as described by Mounaixet al.,
are thermal equilibrium levels ofa2,3 at the leading edge o
the pump~i.e., thermal equilibrium pertains in the plasm
which the pump has not yet traversed! and thermal fluctua-
tion levels of a2 at x5L. These conditions also represe
stochastic functions of time with statistical properties simi
to those of Eqs.~2!. The additional effect of the propagatio
of the pump across the plasma can be modeled by an e
tive time dependence of the linear growth rategR

5g0Q(x)Q(x2ct) with Q(x) the Heaviside step function
For each realization ofS3 , a Green’s function method

may be used to calculate the time evolution ofa2,3. Using
the known statistical properties ofS3 , then, the ensemble
average backscatter reflectivitŷua2 /a1u2& may be calcu-
lated. In particular, for the strong damping regimeg0 /n3

!1 applicable here, the dominant contribution to the ba
scatter is due to the volume source of Langmuir waves
opposed to the boundary conditions. The enhancement o
reflectivity over its thermal value is then given by

1

a1
2 ^uda2~x,t !u2&.

1

a1
2 K U E

0

L

dx8E
L2x8/c

t

dt8g~x2x8,

t2t8!S3~x8,t8!U2L ~3!

with

g~x,t !8
g0

c
Q~x!Q~ct2c!e2n3(t2x/c)

3I 0S 2g0

c
Ax~ct2x! D .

Using the large argument expansion of the Bessel func
I 0(x);ex/A2px, Mounaix et al. derive auniform approxi-
mation ~i.e., valid for both large and small gains! for the
backscatter reflectivity;

1

a1
2 ^uda2~x,t !u2&;

RTS

G

exp~G!21

A11pG
.

HereG82g0
2,(x,t)/cn3 andRTS8S3G/4c are the gain fac-

tor and the thermal Thomson reflectivity, an
,(x,t)8min@x,(ct1x2L)/2#. Note that, for small gains (G
!1), the reflectivity reduces to the Thomson value, wh
for large gains (G@1) it mimics the large-argument behav
ior of the Bessel function.

For Raman amplification, the amplification length ov
which the pump could be backscattered,L in the above for-
mulas, is constrained by the modulational instability of t
amplifying seed.23 In particular, for the evolvingp-pulse of a
Raman amplifier, the modulation growth time of the se
gives L5cTamp with Tamp;4a1

24/3/vpe . Since, in this ge-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3365Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 8, August 2003 Operating regime for a backward Raman laser amplifier . . .
ometry, the pump enters the plasma from the left (x50) and
remains on for a time 2L/c so that the seed may continual
absorb more pump energy as it propagates the entire le
L, the greatest amount of backscatter during the amplifi
tion process will occur atx50 and t52Tamp. Using this
conservative estimate of the amount of backscatter, an o
ating regime in theTe–ne plane is then defined by the con
dition,

L>
1

a1
2 ^uda2~x50,t52Tamp!u2&, ~4!

whereL represents the maximum reflectivity judged to
tolerable for a stable amplifier, e.g.,L50.1.

III. CONSTRAINTS DUE TO THERMAL NOISE IN
INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS

In the presence of a weak linear density gradient,
linearized envelope equations become9

~] t1c ]x!a25gRa3* expS i

2
k8x2D ,

~5!

~] t2n3 /2!a35gRa2* expS i

2
k8x2D1S3 ,

wherek88]Dk/]x is the rate of detuning from exactly reso
nant three-wave coupling, 05Dk8k12k22k3 . For the case
of the Raman interaction, the variation of the plasma f
quency withx is the dominant detuning effect so that

v3k8.
]vpe

]x
[

vpe

2Ln

with Ln the density scale-length andv3 the Langmuir wave
group velocity. It proves convenient24 to quantify this detun-
ing in terms of the small dimensionless parameter,

q8
cvpe

4g0
2Ln

[
cv3k8

2g0
2 !1.

When assessing the lowest order effect of spatial de
ing of the Raman resonance on the stability of the pump,
no longer valid to neglect completely the group velocity
the Langmuir wavev3 relative to that of the light waves
Indeed, without including the lowest order contribution
v3 , the Green’s function approach to calculating the ba
scatter reflectivity yields precisely the result found for a h
mogeneous plasma, i.e., no stabilizing effect is found
simple substitution into Eq.~3! of the transformation found
by Reiman10 for converting the detuned equations@Eqs.~5!#
back to the homogeneous medium equations@Eqs. ~1!#,
shows this directly whenv350. Physically, this is merely the
result of the equivalence of the Langmuir wave having z
group velocity and being nondispersive (v350⇔]v3 /]k
50). Sincev3 would not depend onk3 in this case, the
wave vector of the Langmuir wave may always adjust
‘‘follow’’ the resonance condition as the density~and hence
wave vectors of the light waves! changes with the result tha
no net detuning occurs and no stabilization is found. Ma
ematically, the Green’s function given in Ref. 9 for line
wave coupling in an inhomogeneous plasma may be app
Downloaded 17 Aug 2003 to 198.35.11.152. Redistribution subject to A
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but the limit of v3→0 may be taken only if simultaneousl
k8→` in such a way thatv3k8 is kept finite. The amplitude
found for the backscatter does in fact only depend onv3

through the combinationv3k8. Interestingly, the result use
below for the backscatter Green’s function@Eq. ~6!# in the
case of a density gradient detuning and the limitv3→0 ~i.e.,
a detuning in wavelength! is effectively identical to the
Green’s function found by Ref. 2 for the case of a detun
in frequency whenv3[0.

It should also be noted that, in the limitv3→0, the
plasma inhomogeneity is the dominating effect over the fin
plasma extent. The use of the infinite medium Green’s fu
tion @Eq. ~6!# is then a valid approximation to this order i
v3 .11 Further, neglecting the propagation of the Langm
wave will remain a valid approximation only for timest
!2/v3Ak8, i.e., so long as the Langmuir wave does n
propagate out of the the region of resonance. Usingv3

.3v te
2 k3 /v3 and v3k852g0

2q/c, validity up to times t
;Tamp;4a1

24/3/vpe then requires

q!
4

3 S ne

nc
D 21S Te

mec
2Da1

22/3.

For typical parameters, this again amounts toq!1.
As shown in Ref. 9, the Green’s function for the inh

mogeneous case is given by~again neglecting damping o
the light wave and keeping only the combinationv3k8)

g~x,t !5
g0

pc
sinhS p

2qDe2n3(t2x/c)1 iqh

3E
0

1 dz

z S z

12zD
i /2q

e22iqhz, ~6!

whereh8g0
2x(ct2x)/c2.25 A convenient form for this solu-

tion is found by identifying Eq.~6! as an integral represen
tation of a confluent hypergeometric function,12,26 namely,

g~x,t !5 i
2g0

c
sinhS p

2qDe2n3(t2x/c)1 iqh2p/2q

31F1S i

2q
,1;22iqh D .

For early times,qh!1, 1F1 may be expanded in a series
modified Bessel functions,13

1F1S i

2q
,1;22iqh D5I 0~2Ah!1 iqhI 2~2Ah!1¯ ~7!

showing that the evolution in the inhomogeneous case
only slightly perturbed from that of the homogeneous ca
For late times,qh@1, the large argument expansion of1F1

yields14

1F1S i

2q
,1;22iqh D;

ep/2uqu14q2/3

A2pA111/4q2
eif ~8!

indicating saturation of the instability.f is a purely real
phase factor. The conditionqh;1 identifies the onset o
saturation for any pointx. Since, for any point, the instability
first grows in a form similar to the homogeneous case a
then saturates at a level given by Eq.~8!, an approximate
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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representation of the Green’s function is simply to take
minimum of Eqs.~7! and~8!. Repeating the calculation ou
lined above in Eq.~3! with this approximate Green’s func
tion and neglecting any modifications to the statistical pr
erties ofS3 due to the weak gradient leads to

1

a1
2 ^ua2~x,t !u2&;RTSminFexp~p/uqu!

p/uqu
,
exp~G!21

GA11pG
G . ~9!

Again, an operating regime is defined by the analogue of
~4!.

It should be noted that a similar result has been found
Mounaix et al.15 The calculation of Ref. 15, however, is o
the steady-state reflectivity due to backscatter in an inho
geneous plasma in the strong damping limit. To assess
stability of the pumping laser pulse to backscatter from no
in a Raman amplifier, the maximum reflectivity of the noi
plasma must be found over the length of the amplifier plas
and in general over the total time of amplification, i.e., t
problem is temporal as well as spatial. Mounaixet al. note
that in the strong damping limit, a steady-state reflectiv
may rapidly be reached; however, on the time sca
(;50 ps) and for parameters of interest to Raman amp
cation, this is nota priori the case as evidenced by the tw
part structure of Figs. 1–4 discussed below. The evolutio
time of the linearly growing backscatter of the pump fro
noise, and not merely the saturated gain from an arbitra
long laser pulse, must then be followed.

Appropriately, the saturated limit of Eq.~9! agrees with
the steady-state result of Ref. 15 in the strongly inhomo
neous limit, i.e., when the effect of spectral gain narrowing
negligible. In the course of deriving the approximate form
Eq. ~9! from the exact Green’s function for the inhomog
neous problem, the effect of gain narrowing has been
glected. For the sake of conservatively assessing the op
ing regime of a Raman amplifier, this neglect of t
stabilizing effect of gain narrowing is an appropriate a
proximation. Interestingly, the transformationx→l (x,t) can
be used to connect the steady-state result of Ref. 15 with
time-dependent result of Eq.~9! provided again the effect o
gain narrowing is neglected. Here, the min( ) function a
pearing in Eq.~9! and arising from the large and small arg
ment limits of the hypergeometric function is the analogue
the tan21( ) appearing in the reflectivity calculated by Re
15.

IV. OTHER CONSTRAINTS ON RAMAN
AMPLIFICATION

In addition to instability of the pump to thermal nois
several other factors limit the operating regime of a Ram
amplifier. To calculate these constraints, the very weak d
sity gradients considered above have been neglected, so
only the simpler uniform plasma results will be used.

First, the plasma conditions must be such that the pu
is not excessively absorbed due to inverse-Bremsstrah
while propagating across the plasma. Again, choosingL
50.1 as a threshold for excessive absorption, the inve
Bremsstrahlung constraint may be written
Downloaded 17 Aug 2003 to 198.35.11.152. Redistribution subject to A
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2 n IBTamp<2 ln~12L1/2!

with n IB the inverse-Bremsstrahlung absorption coefficien16

Note that, for simplicity this effect of damping of the pum
beam has been neglected in the calculation of pump stab
from Secs. II and III. This omission will be commented on
Sec. V.

Secondly, the necessity of avoiding breaking of the ba
scatter driven Langmuir wave and subsequent incomp
depletion of the pump imposes a lower bound on the allo
able plasma electron density. Using the Manley–Rowe re
tions to finda3

max;a1 and the wave-breaking criteria for
cold plasmavp.vb8Aueuk3E3 /me ~Ref. 4! leads to

ne>nc~4a1!4/3.

Note that the constraint here applies to breaking of the La
muir wave driven by backscatter in the field of the seed a
not thermal backscatter of the pump. As such, the Langm
wave is growing in the transient, nonlinear regime, duri
which the pump and seed amplitudes~to which the Langmuir
wave amplitude is coupled! are rapidly evolving, and is no
constrained toa3

max;(g0 /n3)a2!a2 as might be expected o
the strongly damped regime.5 Given that the seed pulse i
short compared to the damping length of the Langmuir wa
and of high amplitude, the transient Langmuir wave is ra
idly driven to amplitudes comparable to the Manley–Ro
value within the seed even forn3@g0 . This amplitude is
confirmed by the plots in Figs. 5 and 6. Outside of the ra
idly amplifying seed pulse, enslavement of the Langm
wave to the backscatter wave in the strong damping reg
applies. The amplitude in this region, however, does not
termine the wave breaking limitation for the amplifier.

Thirdly, excessive Landau damping of the driven Lan
muir wave which would also result in incomplete depleti
of the pump should be avoided. An approximate constrain

k3lDe<
1
2.

There is an added constraint to the operation of a Ram
amplifier due to the possibility of forming broad nonline
precursor pluses in place of the compressingp-pulse on
which the amplification is based.17 Since this is an effect
governed by the initial shape of the seed pulse and not c
trolled by the ambient plasma conditions, it cannot be
dressed by the formalism used here.

Taken together, for a particular incident pump intens
and laser wavelength, the constraints given above and
Secs. II and III demarcate a specific region in plasma den
and temperature for which Raman amplification should
feasible~Figs. 1–4!. Note that if, in a particular experimenta
setup, a plasma length different from the optimal scaling
Lamp above were used, the results of Figs. 1–4 would
modified accordingly.

V. COMPARISON WITH FLUID CODE SIMULATIONS

The constraints presented above on the regime of op
tion for a backward Raman amplifier have been verified
comparison with a series of simulations using the F3D co
The details of the numerics of F3D and the noise model u
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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in the code are described at length in Ref. 18. For each
four representative combinations of laser wavelengths
intensities (l50.532mm and 1.064 mm; I 51.0
31014 W/cm2 and 2.031014 W/cm2), a sequence of simula
tions was run to span the relevant portion of the elect
density and temperature plane for helium plasmas. With e
choice of density and temperature, the length of the sim

FIG. 1. ~Color! Comparison of analytic estimates of constraints for sta
Raman amplification with results of F3D simulations forl50.532mm and
I 51.031014 W/cm2. For q50.0 the region suitable for Raman amplifica
tion is shaded red, and forq50.22 both the red and yellow regions becom
suitable. The results of F3D simulations withq50.0 are represented by th
symbols. When rerun withq50.15– 0.2, all of the simulations which wer
unstable forq50.0 were stabilized.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Comparison of analytic estimates of constraints for sta
Raman amplification with results of F3D simulations forl50.532mm and
I 52.031014 W/cm2. As in Fig. 1, withq50.0, the red region is suitable fo
amplification, while forq50.21 both the red and yellow regions are su
able. The results of F3D simulations withq50.0 are represented by th
symbols. When rerun withq50.15– 0.2, all of the simulations which wer
unstable forq50.0 were stabilized.
Downloaded 17 Aug 2003 to 198.35.11.152. Redistribution subject to A
of
d

n
ch
a-

tion was adjusted to correspond to the growth length for
modulational instability of the amplifying seed and cas
were run with both uniform density profiles and a series
increasing density gradients~corresponding typically toq
50.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25!.

While the primary focus here is the stability of th
pump, seed pulses were also launched in the simulation

FIG. 3. ~Color! Comparison of analytic estimates of constraints for sta
Raman amplification with results of F3D simulations forl51.064mm and
I 51.031014 W/cm2. With q50.0, the red region is suitable for amplifica
tion, while for q50.19 both the red and yellow regions are suitable. T
results of F3D simulations withq50.0 are represented by the symbol
When rerun withq50.15– 0.2, all of the simulations which were unstab
for q50.0 were stabilized.

FIG. 4. ~Color! Comparison of analytic estimates of constraints for sta
Raman amplification with results of F3D simulations forl51.064mm and
I 52.031014 W/cm2. With q50.0, the red region is suitable for amplifica
tion, while for q50.19 both the red and yellow regions are suitable. T
results of F3D simulations withq50.0 are represented by the symbol
When rerun withq50.15– 0.2, all of the simulations which were unstab
for q50.0 were stabilized.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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gauge the effect on net amplification by varying temperatu
and densities. The seed pulses were in all cases laun
exactly when the pump had completely crossed the pla
from the opposite side and were given an amplitude equa
that of the pump and a trapezoidal shape in time with a
ps flat-top and 0.021 ps ‘‘risers.’’ Since thep-pulse is an
attractor solution of the three-wave equations, provided
initial seed is sufficiently intense and sharp to reach this
tractor, its actual shape should have little influence on
ultimate degree of amplification.

To compare easily with the above analytic results and
speed of computation, all simulations were run in only o
dimension. Since direct backscatter is the fastest growin
the Raman interactions, no essential modifications of
physics are expected by including more than one dimens
at least as concerns the issue of amplifier stability to pu
depletion by Raman backscatter from thermal noise. The
fects of inverse-Bremsstrahlung of the laser fields and L
dau damping of the Langmuir wave were also included in
simulations. A model for Langmuir wave breaking is n
currently available in F3D.

The comparison of the analytic estimates and the
merical results is summarized by Figs. 1–4. The labe
curves correspond to the constraints discussed above: A
the curve labeled ‘‘collisional damping,’’ more than 10% a
tenuation of the pump from inverse-Bremsstrahlung sho
be expected. Below the line labeled ‘‘wave-breaking,’’ t
driven Langmuir wave can be expected to break, preven
complete pump depletion and hence degrading the amp
cation efficiency. The curve label ‘‘k3lDe50.5’’ represents
an approximate boundary beyond which Landau damping
the Langmuir wave should become strong. The curves
beled ‘‘q5¯ ’’ are the boundaries above or to the right
which more than 10% backscatter of the pump intensity
be expected for the corresponding density gradient. Tha
for qÞ0.0, only points below or to the left of the corre
sponding curve would be stable to thermal noise. Note
the curves labeled forqÞ0.0 include part of theq50.0
curve before curving steeply upward inne . This merely re-
flects the minimum function appearing in Eq.~9!: for suffi-
ciently high temperatures at a given density, the developm
of the instability is as if the plasma were uniform, whi
below some threshold temperature the instability saturate
a level dependent onq. With increasing values ofq, this
‘‘turning point’’ moves progressively further to the right~i.e.,
to higher temperatures! and renders a larger portion of th
Te–ne plane stable to pump backscatter—as can be expe
physically. The red area denotes the stable domain foq
50.0, i.e., a homogeneous plasma. For the correspon
q.0.0, this stable domain is extended to include the red
yellow areas. The simulation results are represented by
symbols ~* , n, h, L! and were judged stable, margina
unstable, or opaque, respectively, on the criteria of 1
backscatter of the pump from thermal noise in a homo
neous plasma or 10% attenuation of the pump due to inve
Bremsstrahlung. The results of simulations withqÞ0.0 are
discussed below.

The results of the simulations are seen to be in gener
good agreement with the analytic estimates. The points
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responding to (Te520 eV, ne50.02nc) in Fig. 3 and (Te

520 eV, ne50.02nc) and (Te5100 eV, ne50.1nc) from
Fig. 4, however, show stability or marginal stability whe
instability should be expected. This can be ascribed to
strong amounts of collisional damping experienced by
pump in these runs: since the backscatter of thermal nois
exponentially dependent on the amplitude of the pump, d
radation of the pump by inverse-Bremsstrahlung can s
stantially reduce the growth of noise~an effect neglected in
the analytic estimates! and render an otherwise stable poi
unstable. It should be noted that the vertical scale of Fig
and 4 is increased from that of Figs. 1 and 2 since the ef
of inverse-Bremsstrahlung is lessened for longer wa
lengths and hence opens a larger area of parameter spac
consideration. Also, the line representingk3lDe50.5 has
been omitted from Fig. 4 since it is always below the wav
breaking constraint for this range of temperatures.

As an example of the effects of noise on the pump, sn
shots of the evolving laser field envelopes are shown in F
5 for the simulation corresponding to the point (Te

5200 eV, ne50.02nc) from Fig. 1—just beyond the insta
bility boundary. Initially, the pump~shown in blue! propa-
gates stably across the plasma from the left but byt533 ps
is strongly depleted by thermal backscatter, while the s
~shown in green! is only beginning to propagate through th
plasma. Evidently, the stability boundary marked byq50.0
in Fig. 1 represents a quite steep transition between stab
and instability. In Fig. 6 is shown the result of an identic
run but with a slight density gradient corresponding toq
50.15. The thermal noise~barely visible as the red Lang
muir fluctuations fort.33 ps) is seen to be completely st
bilized by the gradient, and the seed pulse is much m
strongly amplified. Note, however, that, due to the dens
detuning, only;50% of the pump energy is backscatter
into the seed.

Generally, for uniform plasmas, the maximum ampli
cation of the seed~i.e., optimal operating point for a Rama
amplifier! occurs for the lowestTe andne consistent with the
constraints due to wave-breaking and thermal noise an
represented by the lower left corner of the shaded area in
figures. Respectively, this corresponds simply to reducing
much as possible the Landau damping of the driven La
muir wave and lengthening as much as possible the gro
time of the modulational instability of the seed. In particul
the point corresponding to (Te5100 eV, ne50.005nc) of
Fig. 1 attained a seed amplitude 285 times that of the pu
namely 2.8531016 W/cm2.

For nonuniform plasmas, based on the analytic estima
above,q;0.2 is sufficient to stabilize the pump across t
entire region of thene–Te plane shown in Figs. 1–4. That is
any operating point between the boundary where inve
Bremsstrahlung of the pump becomes excessive andTe

;500 eV should be feasible for amplification. For tempe
tures beyond 500 eV still larger density gradients would
needed to control thermal noise, though such points are
ready very far from the desirable regime for Raman amp
cation. From the simulations,q50.15– 0.2 proved sufficien
to ensure stability for all of the temperature and density co
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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binations tried. Namely, when the simulations which we
unstable for a homogeneous plasma~the open squares in
Figs. 1–4! were rerun with inhomogeneous plasmas,
choice ofq50.15– 2.0 rendered them stable. By compar
with Figs. 1–4, this result is in good agreement with t
analytical predictions.

It is evident from the figures that a stable regime exi
for Raman amplification in this idealized modeleven in the
absence of density gradients. However, the greatest amplifi
cation was obtained for the point (Te520 eV, ne

50.005nc) with q50.15 in Fig. 1, namely a seed outp
intensity 390 times greater than the pump correspondin
3.931016 W/cm2. This is a reflection of the fact that stabilit
to thermal noise is governed most strongly by Landau da
ing of the Langmuir wave, i.e., the rate of growth of a giv
fluctuation is exponentially dependent on the Landau da
ing rate of the driven Langmuir wave. However, the use
Raman amplification is also dependent on the growth of
driven Langmuir wave, such that entering a regime of d
sity and temperature where Landau damping is minimal

FIG. 5. ~Color! Snapshots of laser field envelopes illustrating the effect
premature pump backscatter from thermal noise on Raman amplifica
when l50.532mm, I 51.031014 W/cm2, Te5200 eV, ne50.02nc , and
q50.0.

FIG. 6. ~Color! Snapshots of laser field envelopes for the same parame
as Fig. 5 but withq50.15.
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where backscatter from thermal noise is controlled by a d
sity gradient should be optimal. Clearly, too steep a den
gradient will completely suppress the Raman resonance s
that a balance must then be sought between minimizing L
dau damping and not requiring an excessively strong gr
ent.

Note that the boundary for instability to thermal bac
scatter is to a good approximation merely a linear relati
ship betweenne /nc and Te . Again, this represents the im
portance of Landau damping in determining the stability
noise: for the case of Fig. 1, the boundary is roughly coin
dent with the linek3lDe.1/(2)). A simplification of Eq.
~4! to represent this simple fact@namely, that the delineating
value should be 1/(2)) as opposed to some other value#,
however, could not be found, and illustrates the importa
of the initial thermal fluctuation levels in determining th
ultimate stability of the pump.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Many simplifications have been made in calculating t
above constraints. While the approximation of a on
dimensional interaction should capture the dominant effe
of direct Raman backscatter in determining the stability
the pump, two- or three-dimensional effects related to fin
focusing widths and lengths and the proper overlap of pu
and seed pulse may substantially degrade the efficienc
interaction from the simulation results presented above.
assumption of perfectly tailored density profiles~either per-
fectly square for the homogeneous case or with a preci
prescribed density gradient for the inhomogeneous case! is
also unrealistic. Indeed, one of the greatest challenge
demonstrating Raman amplification experimentally may
in the production of adequately uniform plasmas. Fina
based on the results found is Sec. V, the interaction of atte
ation of the pump by inverse-Bremsstrahlung and pump
bility to thermal noise may not always be negligible.

In summary, the constraints on plasma parameters for
stability of the pump in a plasma-based backward Ram
laser amplifier, as well as other ancillary constraints, ha
been quantified. The combination of these constraints
been visualized as a region in the plane of plasma den
and temperature from which the most favorable regime
Raman amplification can be easily identified. Spec
choices of wavelength and pump intensity have been u
for illustration of these constraints, and agreement betw
the analytic estimates and numerical simulations has b
demonstrated. It is evident that Landau damping of
driven Langmuir wave in the Raman interaction plays a c
cial role in determining the stability of the pump. In partic
lar, for l50.532mm andI 51.031014 W/cm2, plasma den-
sities and temperatures such thatkelDe>1/(2))
approximately determine a region of pump stability. With
this constraint, the lowest densities and temperatures con
tent with avoiding the breaking of the driven Langmuir wa
(ne>nc(4a1)4/3) provide optimal amplification since damp
ing of the driven Langmuir wave and limitation by th
modulational instability of the amplifying seed are the
minimized. Outside of this constraint, density gradients c
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responding toq.0.2 were found sufficient to stabilize th
pump up to temperatures ofTe;500 eV. The greatest am
plification factor of 390 times in the seed intensity over t
input pump intensity ~corresponding to I out53.9
31016 W/cm2) was observed for the case of a simulati
with l50.532mm, Te520 eV, ne50.005nc , and q
50.15.
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